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Abstract 
This paper proposes an adaptive filter based prosody 
modification approach. It consists of three components, i.e., a 
frequency estimator, a pitch tracker and a prosody modifier. 
Firstly, the frequency estimator is applied to segment the 
speech signal into sentences and the maximum frequency 
level of each sentence is estimated. Then, the adaptive filter 
that is adapted according to the maximum frequency level of 
each sentence is constructed. Its output is applied to estimate 
the pitch of speech. The prosody of the speech, which 
includes its pitch and duration, is then modified according to 
estimated pitch and the given pitch modification target. Be 
compared with existing techniques, the advantage of the 
proposed approach is its capability of adapting with the 
frequency of given speech. This advantage makes the 
approach especially suitable for the large range pitch 
modification. Finally, the performance of the proposed 
approach is evaluated and is compared with three existing 
prosody modification approach and the result is quit 
encouraged. 
Index Terms: frequency estimate, pitch track, prosody 
modification, adaptive filter 

1. Introduction 
Prosody modification plays a very important role in many 
applications, such as text-to-speech synthesis, foreign 
language learning, speech conversion and artistic process of 
singing voice etc. 

 To satisfy the high-quality requirements for duration and 
pitch modification, a number of approaches had been 
proposed [1-8]. Approaches such as filter based pitch shifting, 
Overlap and Add (OLA), Synchronous Overlap and Add 
(SOLA) and Time Domain Pitch Synchronous Overlap and 
Add (TD-PSOLA) are all based on the time domain signals to 
get the prosody information [2, 3, 5-7]. Other approaches such 
as FFT synthesis algorithm and speech signal estimation 
algorithm modify the speech signals on the frequency domain 
[1, 8]. 

In the filter based pitch shifting approach [7], a filter is 
designed to pass the fundamental harmonic of the source. 
Then a zero crossing detector is applied to extract the pitch of 
the speech signals. The signal sequence is usually windowed 
with two pitch periods windows. For syntheses, some of the 
windowed segments are either replicated or omitted based on 
the target pitches of the modification.  

In the OLA approach for duration modification [4], the 
key properties of this technique include the decomposition of 
the input waveform into a stream of analysis short-time 
signals, the modification of each short-time analysis signal 
into a short-time synthesis signal and overlap-add synthesis. 
The SOLA approach uses a flexible approach to position the 
windowed segments. The PSOLA approach is applied for 
both pitch and duration modification [6].  

The prosody modification approach based on instants of 
significant excitation (epochs) [2] operates on the linear 
prediction residual with the knowledge of the instants of 
significant excitation as pitch trackers, while the signal 
estimation approach [1] just compresses or stretches speech 
sequence in time domain for duration modification, and 
compresses or stretches the sequence in frequency domain for 
pitch modification. The signal estimation algorithm is just 
applied to maintain the quality of the signal reconstruction.  

In this paper, a new prosody modification approach based 
on the maximum-frequency adaptive filter is proposed. As an 
overview of this approach, its procedure is shown in Figure 1. 
Through onset detection and sentence frequency estimating, 
the frequency level of each sentence is firstly estimated. Then 
through the pitch tracking module that is based on the signal 
and the frequency level of each sentence, the pitches for each 
speech segment is extracted. At last, given the signal and the 
pitch, the prosody modification module can output the 
modification result.  
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Figure 1 Architecture of the system 

The sentence frequency estimator is presented in Section 
2. The pitch tracker and prosody modifier are discussed in 
Section 3. The performance of the proposed prosody 
modification approach is compared with pitch shifting, 
LP-PSOLA and epoch-based approach in Section 4. In 
Section 5, we draw some conclusions. 

2. Frequency estimator 
The first step is to develop an onset-offset detector of tones, 
i.e., a sound event with onset, offset and frequency level. 
Then the signal sequence is segmented into sentences and the 
maximal frequency level of every sentence is extracted by a 
frequency estimator. 

2.1. Onset detection 
In this paper, the detection of onset-offset tones is conducted 
with CUEX algorithm [9]. From the frequency level detection, 
the onsets are determined by positions of frequency level 
transitions. And the YIN algorithm [10] is applied to detect of 
fundamental frequency. The frequency is transformed to 
logarithmic frequency level Note corresponding to the MIDI 
stand, one step of the frequency level corresponds to one 
semitone that is calculated as follows: 
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4402 0loglog/1269 fNote ���          (1) 

This transformation is used for onset detection in 
frequency level and for the construction of adaptive filter in a 
pitch tracker.    

 

 
Figure 2 Onset detection result 

Figure 2 is an example of onset detection result. In Figure 
2, the lower lines are the frequency level profile resulting 
from the YIN algorithm, and the horizontal line above on 
each curve line is corresponding to the frequency level 
estimating results for tones with an 10 semitones offset from 
its original level just for the clear view on the figure. They 
correspond to the averages of frequency level profiles of 
tones. 

2.2. Sentence frequency estimator 

n n+1

k k+1
Sen(k).Note max(Tone(pn:n).Note)

Sen(k).Onset Tone(pn).Onset
Sen(k).Offset Tone(n).Offset

pn n+1

n,pn,k,Sen 0

n≤TN

Tone(n).State≠Steady and
Tone(n).Dur>DurMax and

Tone(n).Amp<AmpMax

 
Figure 3 Sentence frequency estimate algorithm 

In following part, the sentence frequency estimating algorithm 
is described. The different input parameters given below are 
manually optimized based on the training corpus and can be 
modified according to different applications. The main input 
parameters include: 

DurMax, the maximum duration of frequency level 
transitions in sentence. It is the time between two adjacent 
tones. The default value is 80ms. 

AmpMin, the minimum mean amplitude of frequency 
level transitions in sentence. The default value is 0.01 while 
the maximal amplitude is 1. 

Its variables include: 
Tone(n) for n = 1, 2, … TN, is the array of onset detection 

result. 
Sen(k) for k = 1, 2, … SK, is the array of sentence 

frequency level estimate result. 
The sentence frequency estimate algorithm is described in 

Figure 3. The input is the onset detection result and its output 
include the start time, end time and maximal frequency level 
of each sentence. 

3. Prosody modification 

3.1. Adaptive filter based pitch tracker 
The pitch tracker determines the fundamental pitch of the 
audio signal. It processes one sentence at each time. The 
inputs include the signal sequence corresponding to one 
sentence and the frequency level. The sentence is firstly 
passed through an N order lowpass elliptic filter [11]. The 
uniqueness of this paper is that the filter is adapted according 
to the frequency level of each sentence. The main parameters 
of an elliptic filter includes: 

N, the order of lowpass digital elliptic filter. 
Rp, the peak-to-peak ripple (decibel). 
Rs, the minimum stopband attenuation (decibel). 
CF, the cutoff frequency. 
S, the sampling rate of the signal. 
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Figure 4 The magnitude response of elliptic filter 

An example of the magnitude response of an elliptic filter 
is illustrated in Figure 4, here N=4, Rp=0.5, Rs=40, CF=440, 
and S=8000. By an elliptic filter, the magnitude of the speech 
sequence is greater than Rp in the passband and smaller than 
Rs in the stopband. And the frequency response above the 
cutoff frequency CF is attenuated. Thus the high frequency 
interference information will be discarded by the filter and the 
exact circle information is easier to be extracted. To get more 
precise estimation of the fundamental harmonic of the source, 
in this paper, the lowpass filter is designed to be adaptable by 
updating its cutoff frequency CF according to the Note of 
each speech segment. And the CF is given by following 
formula: 
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Here the addNote is a constant value and is given as 5 by 
default. More sophisticate algorithm can be conducted to 
optimize the value of addNote. The output of the filter needs 
to be passed to a zero crossing detector as in [7] and the 
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period of the speech is estimated according to the output of 
zero crossing detector. 

3.2. Prosody modifier 
The prosody modification algorithm is modified based on the 
pitch shifter in [7]. For the modification of duration, the 
whole period of input signals is repeated in the output signal 
at appropriate points to extend the speech sequence, or several 
periods of signals are removed to shorten the sequence. For 
the modification of pitch, each period is compressed by 
overlapping the previous period to raise the pitch, or each 
period is stretched by adding some silence until the next 
period started to decrease the pitch. In order to make the 
output signal more natural, 2 pitch periods length of Hanning 
windows are applied on the input signal.    

The detail prosody modification algorithm is described 
below. The parameters used in the algorithm are defined as 
follows: 

InN, the number of input samples. 
InS(n) for n = 1, 2, … InN, the array of input samples. 
TSM, the time modification scale that is determined by the 

ratio of output time length and the input time length. 
PM, the pitch modification scale that is determined by the 

ratio of target and source period length. 
Pitch(p) for p= 1, 2,…, NP+1, the output of pitch tracker. 

It include pitch information of InS and Pitch(p) is the number 
of start sample of the pth period. 

The variables used in the algorithm are defined as 
follows: 

OutN, the number of output samples. 
OutS(n) for n = 1, 2, … OutN, the array of output 

samples. 
InX, the pointer of InS.  
OutX, the pointer of OutS. 
InP, the period of input samples. 
 

p p+1

InP Pitch(p+1)-Pitch(p)
InX Pitch(p+1)

p,InX,OutX,OutS 0
OutN InN·TSM

p≤NP

OutX/OutN<InX/InN

OutX OutX+InP·PM
For n=-InP:InP

OutS(OutX+n) OutS(OutX+n)
+InS(InX+n)·W(n)

Where W is Hanning Window
 

Figure 5 Prosody modification algorithm 

The prosody modification algorithm is shown in Figure 5. 
Firstly, calculate the OutN and initialize the OutS. Secondly, 
get a period of samples, decide if this period should be 

repeated or eliminated. If it should be added to OutS, pick out 
two connective period signals, add the Hanning window and 
overlap these samples at proper position of OutS. Otherwise, 
go to the next period. Finally, the algorithm will terminated if 
all the periods were processed. 

After prosody modification, sentences should be 
synthesized into one audio sequence. If just combine these 
sentences, there will be discontinuity between two connective 
sentences. In this paper, the Hanning window is used to 
smooth it. Let the length of Hanning window is H. Then the 
last H/2 samples of the last window for previous sentence is 
overlapped with the prior H/2 samples of the first window of 
the next sentence. This simple method can resolve the 
discontinuity problem and get a relative better synthesized 
result. But its duration is shorten. To resolve this problem, we 
can interpolate H/2 samples in connective sentences when 
divide the signal into sentences.  

4. Comparison of performance 

4.1. Pitch shifting approach 
In pitch shifting approach, it uses a bandpass filter to get the 
fundamental harmonic of the source. The center frequency 
and bandwidth are set manually. The output of filter is then 
passed through a zero crossing detector. The period length is 
then can be calculated. 

Since the relative narrow of frequency variation range of 
speech signal, this method is able of getting a reasonable 
result when the frequency and bandwidth of filter are set 
properly. But the singing voice has a large frequency variation 
range, so it is very hard to find proper parameter that is able to 
processing the singing voice properly. More important, the 
singing voice frequency of man and woman are vary greatly. 
In fact, even the frequency of different man’s (or woman’s) 
singing voice are vary greatly, so the parameter need to be 
adapted with different singing voice. 

In the proposed approach, adaptive filter is used to adapt 
to different pitch of signal. The lowpass filter is used to 
simply the adaption method by just adjusting the cutoff 
frequency. 

4.2. LP-PSOLA and epoch-based approach 
The performance of the adaptive filter based approach is 
compared with the LP-PSOLA approach and epoch-based 
approach, since both approaches are also operated directly on 
the time domain to get the prosody information.  

Perceptual evaluation was carried out by conducting 
subjective tests with 20 students in the age group of 23-28 
years. Four sentences and the result of these sentences with 
these two approaches were downloaded from the link 
http://speech.cs.iitm.ernet.in/Main/result/prosody.html, 
which is proposed in [2], just to compare with these two 
approaches. The sentences were spoken by two male and two 
female speakers. For each sentence, the pitch period is 
modified by (target period vs. source period ratio) 2, 1.33, 
0.66, 0.5, and 0.4, which corresponds to pitch frequency 
modification factors 0.5, 0.75, 1.5, 2, and 2.5, respectively. 
After modification with proposed approach, the file names of 
these three approaches are coded to avoid bias toward a 
specific approach. The tests are conducted in the laboratory 
environment and playing the speech signal through 
headphones. In the test, the subjects are asked to judge and 
assess the distortion and quality of the speech for various 
modification factors by MOS values [12]. 

The mean opinion scores for each of the pitch 
modification factors are given in Table 1. The scores indicate 
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that the adaptive filter based approach is preferred over the 
LP-PSOLA approach and epoch-based approach by most of 
the judges. For the pitch modification factor 2, the result of 
proposed approach is inferior to LP-PSOLA approach, but 
better than epoch-based approach. The mean opinion scores 
for each of the duration modification factors are given in 
Table 2. The scores indicate that the adaptive filter based 
approach is preferred over the LP-PSOLA approach and 
epoch-based approach by all the judges.  

Table 1 Mean opinion score for different pitch 
modification factor 

Pitch 
modification 

factor 

Mean opinion score 
LP-PSOLA 
approach 

Epoch-based 
approach 

Adaptive-filter 
approach 

2 3.6591 2.1591 3.3182 
1.33 3.3409 3.3182 4.1364 
0.66 2.7727 3.7045 4.2727 
0.5 2.8636 3.2500 4.1591 
0.4 2.3409 3.0000 3.8636 

 

Table 2 Mean opinion score for different duration 
modification factor 

Duration 
modification 

factor 

Mean opinion score 
LP-PSOLA 
approach 

Epoch-based 
approach 

Adaptive-filter 
approach 

0.5 2.7273 3.0227 3.5227 
0.75 3.2500 3.4545 4.2273 
1.5 3.2955 3.3636 4.0909 
2 3.1364 3.1136 3.8636 

2.5 2.8409 2.6364 3.2273 
 

The proposed approach is better than LP-PSOLA 
approach and epoch-based approach, just because the pitch 
tracker is accurate in every period signal. But the pitch tracker 
of other two approaches is just getting the pitch of a tone, it 
uses the same period when modify the pitch or duration of a 
tone. The frequency of a tone in speech signal is not the same 
as in practice and the pitch tracker result is not accurate 
enough, so these two approaches will introduce some 
distortions.  

5. Summary and conclusion  
In this paper, a prosody modification approach is presented 
for processing monophonic signal, including speech, song, 
monophonic music and etc. The approach applies a frequency 
estimator to estimate the frequency of signal, extract the pitch 
of signal using the adaptive filter, and modify the pitch and 
duration of signal.  

The computational is mainly consumed by the frequency 
estimator. In the YIN algorithm, the time complexity 
is )( 2khnO � ( n is the sample number of audio signal; h is 
the sample number of hop size; k is the sample number of a 
frame). If the sample rate of the audio signal is not huge, the 
YIN algorithm can implement in real time. Then the onset 
detection algorithm and sentence frequency estimate 
algorithm can get the onset time, offset time and the 
frequency level of every sentence. Because these algorithms 
are implement on frames and notes, so the time complexity is 
small. In the pitch tracker, the filter is work effectively. By 
default, the order of lowpass digital elliptic filter is 4. So the 

time complexity is small in pitch tracker. In the prosody 
modifier, because it just modify on time domain, so it can 
implement effectively and the time complexity is )(nO ( n is 
the sample number of audio signal ). Above all, the proposed 
algorithm can satisfy the real time processing requirement.  

Since the proposed approach is operate directly on the 
time domain to get the prosody information, the accuracy of 
the pitch tracker has an important effect to the prosody 
modification result. So the main effort of the proposed 
method is paid for getting accurate pitch estimation results.  
However, there still has some degradation in the naturalness 
of the synthesized speech when the pitch modification factors 
are too small or too large. It is because that when the factors 
are too large, there is too much mute between period signals. 
And in the other hand, when the factors are too small, the 
period signals are squeezed too much. There will be also 
some degradation in the naturalness when the duration 
modification factors are too small or too large. Since many 
period signals are deleted or replicated, the signal can not be 
connected naturally. These two problems are both critical in 
any prosody modification approach and need to be deep 
researched in the future. 
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